
December 2012                3rd Grade     
5 x 3 =               1
4 x 2 =
9 x 4 =

What is the        2
greatest number you 
can make using these 
digits? 
3, 2, 0, 1   

The product is 24,      3
what are the two 
factors?

Draw an array      4
that represents 
4 x 7 = 28

3 x 10 =            5
3 x 20 =
3 x 30 =
3 x 40 =
3 x 50 =

Kyle bought 4       6
cans of tennis balls for 
$2.75 each.  How much 
money did he spend?

 

Wesley ran three     7
times longer than 
Drew.  Drew ran for 
10 minutes.  How long 
did Wesley run?

Name two           8
multiplication facts 
that have 24 as a 
product.

Solve                9
8 x 4 =
3 x 7 =
9 x 2 =
6 x 4 =

Round to the        10
nearest hundreds
321    178    348   879

ADD                 11
234 + 32 =
1,890 + 342=
1,032 + 932=

The product of      12
two factors is 18.  One 
of the factors is twice
the value of the other
factor. What are the
factors?

Name this polygon   13

b
What is the        14
time shown?

dQe

Complete the   15
pattern.
4, 8, 12, __,__

Dana has 4         16
pairs of gloves.  Write 
a multiplication equa-
tion to represent the 
amount of gloves Dana 

has.

Which word does not 17
not belong?
products, factors, 
mulitples, quotients

Write an equation  18
for this array

GGGGG
What is the area    19
of the square? 

J

Round to the      20
nearest tens place.
82            37
294          38
32

What is the           21
number you can make 
with these digits?
4, 2, 9, 1

Find the area    22
of Dylan’s room.  His 
room is 12 feet long 
and 10 feet wide.

If 3 x 2 x 5 = 30,   23
then ___ x 5 =30 and
3 x____= 30

Write 3 x 4=12 as  24
an addition equation.

25 My dog is 18 inches 26
long.  Is she longer than 
a yard?

Multiply the        27
of people in your 
house by 8.

Meausre the       28
table you eat on in 
your home.  How long 
is it?  How wide is it?

Dane read 234    29
pages on Monday and 
127 pages on Tuesday.  
How many pages did 
he read?

The answer is     30
12.  What is 
the question?

Add your age to     31
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